
BUILDING A PERSONALIZED GIFT TAG 2/4/2019 
 
GIFT TAG 
1. In PSE Expert Open the Tag BASE Template.   I put a white layer below the tag so it would be easier to see. 
2. Open the two papers and the cluster you want to use. 
3. The tag size is about 2x3, so you will want to resize the paper so you maximize the paper design. 
Resize & Clip to the Base:    

a. Image > Resize > Image Size > 3.1 > OK  3.1 was selected so it was 
just barely bigger than the largest dimension of the card.  

b. Select Base Layer and drag paper to card, clip the paper to the 
base (R click > Create Clipping Mask) 

c. Close paper as you are done with it, BE SURE NOT TO SAVE IT IN 
ITS NEW SIZE. 

d. Repeat step a. with the other piece of paper.  Drag it over to the 
TAG and using your bounding boxes rotate about 30 degrees to 
the right.  Now clip the paper to the base (R click > Create 
Clipping Mask).  It is still adjustable. 

4. Give More Definition Between the Two Papers.  You can use any or all of these options. 
a. Select the upper layer and use either the use the BURN or Dodge tool along the 

edges. Be sure to use a soft brush and adjust the opacity.   
b. Still on the upper layer, use  Styles > Drop Shadows or Bevel. 
c. You will probably want to make adjustments to it using the fx in the layers panel. 
d. Now use the Dodge and Burn to add character to the lower paper.  Again, soft brush. 

5. Open your cluster and move it to the tag, resize, position and then clip to the tag. 
6. Add Text.    

a. If you are using as a gift tag.  In Text use the Right Align Text option and type “To: (New Line) From:” and 
you will see that they line up perfectly. 

b. It could have a poem, word art or graphic to add to it. 
7. Turn off or Delete the bottom White layer.  Now save as PSD or Tiff file.  Then save as a PNG (so you will 

have the transparency but not layers) and finally if you age going to print as a JPG file.   
 

BOOKMARK 
1. File > New > Blank File > Custom > 1.75 Width in inches x 6 Height inches, Resolution 300 > BG White > OK 
2. Size your two papers to 6.1 inches.  Position the 1st paper so it fill bookmark.  Second paper so just a little 

shows on the left.    Clip each one to layer 1.   
3. Lock the two layers using the Padlock at the top of the Layers Panel. 
4. Pull up the book story and drag it over to the bookmark.  This is NOT text so you can’t change font or 

correct spelling or anything you would  do with text.  Sometimes it is hard to 
move so you can either: 
a. Zoom in so you can see the letters and click on a part of one letter then drag 

it over. 
b. Or drag it over from the Layers Panel.   

5. Select a light pink and put it in the foreground color. Zoom in.  Enhance > Adjust 
Colors > Adjust Hue Saturation > Click on Colorize.   Since it was originally black it 
is hard to see.  Bring the Lightness and Saturation way up. OK 

6. Do the same Colorization to the heart.  Now drag it over so it is right below the 
story in the Layers Panel.   

7. Make a couple copies, adjust each a little differently and place on the bookmark.  


